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Scheme definition, a plan, design, or program of action to be followed; project. See
more.scheme definition: 1. an organized plan for doing something, especially something
dishonest or illegal that will bring a good result for you: 2. an officially .Synonyms for scheme
at papierschaetze.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for scheme.Scheme definition is - a mathematical or astronomical diagram. How
to use scheme in a sentence. Synonym Discussion of scheme.Scheme definition: A scheme is a
plan or arrangement involving many people which is made by a government or Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and.Definition of scheme - a large-scale systematic plan or
arrangement for attaining some particular object or putting a particular idea into effect, an
est.Scheme or The Scheme may refer to: Scheme (programming language), a minimalist,
multi-paradigm dialect of Lisp; Scheme (mathematics), a concept in.Scheme is a programming
language that supports multiple paradigms, including functional programming and imperative
programming, and is one of the two.Definition of scheme: In general, a broad picture of how
to an objective could be achieved but not a detailed and formalized plan.generally has devious
connotations, while in the UK, frequently used as a neutral term for projects: “The road is
closed due to a pavement-widening scheme.”.Latest Current Affairs in July, about
Government Schemes. Crisp news summaries and articles on current events about Government
Schemes for IBPS.Scheme Name. 1. Prime Minister Employment Generation Programme and
Other Credit Support Schemes. Prime Minister Employment.Higher Education University and
Higher Education Rashtriya Ucchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) National Initiative for Design
Innovation.Indian Government, at all levels, announces Welfare Schemes for a cross section of
the society from time to time. These schemes could be.Define scheme. scheme synonyms,
scheme pronunciation, scheme translation, English dictionary definition of scheme. n. 1. A
systematic plan of action: "Did you .SCHEMES -- Schemes are figures of speech that deal
with word order, syntax, letters, and sounds, rather than the meaning of words, which involves
tropes.Monitoring mechanism of various Schemes / Programmes Padho Pardesh - Scheme of
Interest Subsidy on Educational Loans for Overseas.Equity funds are mutual funds that
principally invest in stocks. SBI Equity mutual funds majorly invest in equity related
instruments of companies for capital.Here is a list of startup schemes launched by the Indian
government and run under different ministries and are further headed by different.Post Office
Saving Schemes?. Saving Schemes; ? ?KYC ?No??rms; ?FAQs on Banking. Post Office
Savings Account??.Discover the range of Trainee Schemes and Apprenticeships we offer at
the BBC.Join a competent person scheme and you can self-certify certain types of building
work if you work in the building trade as an installer. This is instead of getting.Help to Buy
and affordable home ownership schemes to help first-time buyers and home movers - equity
loan, mortgage guarantee and ISA, shared ownership.Statutory guidance for local authorities
on producing and amending school financing schemes.The government has created the Help to
Buy schemes including Help to Buy: Shared Ownership and Help to Buy: Equity Loan to help
hard-working people like.
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